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Abstract

Enhancing privacy on smart contract-enabled blockchains has garnered much attention in recent research. Zero-knowledge proofs (ZKPs) is one of the most popular approaches, however, they fail to provide full expressiveness and fine-grained privacy. To illustrate this, we underscore an underexplored type of Miner Extractable Value (MEV), called Residual Bids Extractable Value (RBEV). Residual bids highlight the vulnerability where unfulfilled bids inadvertently reveal traders’ unmet demands and prospective trading strategies, thus exposing them to exploitation. ZKP-based approaches failed to address RBEV as they cannot provide post-execution privacy without some level of information disclosure. Other MEV mitigations like fair-ordering protocols also failed to address RBEV.

We introduce Ratel, an innovative framework bridging a multi-party computation (MPC) prototyping framework (MP-SPDZ) and a smart contract language (Solidity), harmonizing the privacy with full expressiveness of MPC with Solidity’s on-chain programmability. This synergy empowers developers to effortlessly craft privacy-preserving decentralized applications (DApps). We demonstrate Ratel’s efficacy through two different decentralized financial (DeFi) applications: a decentralized exchange and a collateral auction, effectively mitigating the potential RBEV issue. Furthermore, Ratel is equipped with a lightweight crash-reset mechanism, enabling the seamless recovery of transiently benign faulty nodes. To prevent the crash-reset mechanism abused by malicious entities and ward off DoS attacks, we incorporate a cost-utility analysis anchored in the Bayesian approach. Our performance evaluation of the applications developed under the Ratel framework underscores their competency in managing real-world peak-time workloads.

1 Introduction

The substantial growth and expansion of cryptocurrencies, marked by a combined market cap exceeding 1 trillion USD [33], is significantly attributed to the versatility of smart contracts. These blockchain-embedded, user-defined programs have catalyzed the evolution of decentralized finance (DeFi), flourishing applications such as decentralized exchanges (DEX) and lending platforms. Though most leading DeFi projects are plaintext-operated, there’s a growing demand for privacy to protect proprietary trading strategies and ward off arbitrageurs. Yet, integrating privacy while retaining the flexibility of smart contracts remains an open problem.

Commitments and zero-knowledge proofs (ZKPs) are the most popular for enhancing blockchain privacy [7, 23, 59] but fail to provide a general-purpose solution. For example, in ZKP-based sealed-bid auctions, bids remain private until the auction ends, but winner determination requires either a trusted third party to receive plaintext bids and compute results [59] or public bid opening. These approaches fall short in terms of expressiveness; as ZKPs can only be generated for known secrets, conducting computations among distrusted parties without information leakage is unfeasible. Meanwhile, they offer limited fine-grained privacy, ensuring bid secrecy until the auction’s close but not beyond. The lack of post-hoc privacy is pivotal as the residual bids (failed or partially fulfilled bids) unwittingly expose traders’ unmet demand and potential future intentions, making them susceptible to exploitation.

We propose a novel, general-purpose solution leveraging secure multi-party computation (MPC) to provide privacy for smart contracts. In this model, confidential data are shared in an encoded manner to a consortium of MPC nodes, known as the MPC committee. The MPC committee collectively carries out computation over secret shared data without revealing them and maintains confidential storage (retaining secret-shared states) alongside an existing plaintext blockchain. We introduce a programming framework called Ratel that integrates MPC extensions to existing smart contract platforms. We implement the Ratel language as a mashup of the language for MP-SPDZ [56] (a generic MPC framework) with the Solidity [86] smart contract language. This enjoys features from both existing languages, simplifying the creation of privacy-enhanced decentralized applications (DApps).

Integrating MPC prototyping frameworks [22, 41, 56, 75] with smart contract-enabled blockchains presents unique challenges: 1) MPC Framework Selection: We choose MP-SPDZ [56] due to its extensive protocols and user-friendly interfaces. In contrast, alternatives are restricted to 2 [41] or 3 [22] party computations or lack malicious security [75]; 2) Public Blockchain and MPC Committee Coordination: It’s essential to seamlessly unify public and private computation/storage and ensure secure transition data between
them; 3) Ratel Language Design: The language retains features from existing interfaces of MP-SPDZ and Solidity. Developers can mark data fields as private, ensuring any derived computations remain confidential. The compiler translates the source code for diverse components, ensuring consistent data type interpretation across implementations; 4) Performance Optimization: The bottleneck of MPC is communication latency. We employ concurrent MPC task execution, which linearly scaled throughput, exemplified in the proportional overall throughput improvement of the automatic market maker (AMM) we developed with increased trading pools. While this approach adds complexity to coordination, we ensure user simplicity by abstracting concurrency control from the frontend. We also incorporate ZKP in scenarios involving secret data from a single user to optimize performance. This cuts down the communication latency, evidenced by a 10% reduction in our AMM’s single trade processing time.

In enduring systems, even “honest” nodes would crash occasionally, evidenced by the node uptime data we collected from Ripple [10] where most nodes remain online for less than a year. We consider a mixed adversary model accounting for both benign and Byzantine faults. Since MP-SPDZ will abort at any fault (even a benign stop fault) occurs, we enhance MP-SPDZ software with crash fault tolerance and restart MPC without identified Byzantine MPC nodes 1. We equip the framework with a lightweight crash-reset mechanism that allows restarted nodes to gracefully rejoin the MPC committee without halting the system. Our practical solution enables a faulty node to restore 1000 private states in about 2.6s, using 225KB bandwidth. When compiling an application’s source code, the recovering code is automatically generated. Moreover, since the crash-reset mechanism consumes resources of other MPC nodes, we offer a Bayesian-based cost-utility analysis for MPC nodes to evaluate the feasibility of recovering a node, and deter the exploitation of this mechanism by Byzantine nodes.

We validate the practicality of our approach by implementing various applications using the Ratel language and evaluating their performance under real-world workloads. Two case studies are primarily highlighted: RatelSwap, a Uniswap-style [3] AMM, and RatelAuction, a Dutch-style collateral auction as used in MakerDAO [63]. We model a 100ms one-way latency between nodes to mimic a globally distributed network scenario. RatelSwap supports 600 swaps/hour throughput under this, which we argue is adequate to handle the workloads of the most popular AMMs (Sushiswap [83], Uniswap [3] and Trader Joe [52]). This is validated by comparing it to a 3-day peak trading period (the week following the LUNA and UST collapse [68]) where the average was 300 swaps/hour, with peak hours briefly surpassing but not exceeding 700 swaps/hour. We demonstrate RatelSwap’s efficacy in managing transaction bursts by testing it against 1-hour of real-world data where throughput exceeded the system’s average, with temporary congestion resolving quickly as workloads decrease. For RatelAuction, we conducted a simulation using data from a large MakerDAO auction involving the auction of 65, 000, 000DAI. The computation of auction results took 98s, a duration inconsequential compared to the auction’s 2, 940s lifespan.

Other known protocols such as HoneyBadgerMPC [62] offer even stronger availability guarantees but would require greater modification to MP-SPDZ.

Figure 1: Ratel System Architecture

Section 2 provides essential backgrounds. The motivating issues, technical challenges, and overarching framework components are articulated in Section 3. Section 4 delves into the programming model, the crash-reset mechanism, and the applications developed. The performance of Ratel is critically evaluated in Section 5. Section 6 offers a comprehensive review of related works, and Section 7 discusses the limitations and potential areas for improvement in our study.

2 Background

Smart Contracts on Public Blockchains. Smart contracts are user-defined blockchain programs, often written in high-level languages such as Solidity [86], and compiled into bytecode for execution on the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). Users modify these contracts’ persistent states by sending transactions to invoke designated functions. Users can access contract states using getter methods or by inspecting event logs. Ratel is adaptable and can be seamlessly deployed on various EVM-compatible platforms, including public blockchains like Ethereum [87], layer-2 solutions like Arbitrum [53], or permissioned ecosystems like Hyperledger Fabric [8].

Shamir’s Secret Sharing Based MPC. Ratel is designed to be compatible with any Shamir Secret Sharing (SSS) [77] based MPC protocols as they are currently the only practical $t$-of-$n$ protocols for $n > 2$. The MPC committee consists of $n$ MPC nodes $\mathcal{S} = \{S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_n\}$ where up to $t$ of them might be corrupted by a malicious adversary. For any secret $x$ in the prime field $\mathbb{F}_p$, MPC nodes collaboratively share the secret by sampling a degree-$t$ polynomial $\phi: \mathbb{F}_p \rightarrow \mathbb{F}_p$, where $\phi(0) = x$ and $S_i$ knows only share $[x]^i = \phi(i)$. MPC nodes compute on shares without reconstructing any secrets. Linear combinations of shares are computed locally while multiplication requires inter-node communication. A secret is reconstructed by receiving shares from nodes and interpolating the polynomial. We follow the standard online/offline paradigm by continuously running the offline phase to maintain buffers of preprocessed elements (e.g., random bits, Beaver multiplication triples [18]) to expedite online execution.
**MP-SPDZ.** Multi-Protocol SPDZ [56] is a framework designed for prototyping and benchmarking MPC applications. It offers a high-level Python-like programming interface that compiles into a common bytecode, which can be executed by a variety of underlying MPC protocols under different secure models. We use its SSS protocol with honest majority and malicious corruption in a synchronous network. Adapting Ratel to other MPC protocols may require a different system design and could be promising for future research directions. MP-SPDZ extends beyond basic prime field arithmetic, enabling comparison, equality, and bit shifts. It also supports various mathematical operations, including trigonometric functions, square roots, exponentials, and logarithms, as in [6]. Both integer and fractional numbers fixed-point and floating-point are accommodated within the framework.

3 Overview of Ratel

3.1 Motivation: The Residual Bids Problem

The transparent nature of blockchains exposes DeFi users to "front-running" by malicious actors. Miners, for instance, can manipulate transaction orders for personal gains after observing transactions in the mempool. This phenomenon, termed Miner Extractable Value (MEV) [38], is widespread today [74]. Current solutions to mitigate MEV are insufficient for broader scenarios. Highlighting this, we introduce Residual Bids Extractable Value (RBEV), capturing potential losses from mismatches between intended and executed trades, which malicious actors can exploit.

**MEV vs. RBEV in Uniswap: Understanding the Difference.**

Uniswap [3], a popular DEX, exemplifies issues with MEV and RBEV. Its trade function pseudocode is in Listing 1. The contract tracks balances for tokens A and B for each user, and the volumes of both tokens in the liquidity pool. Uniswap implements a constant-product AMM [67], where prices are determined by maintaining a constant product of the pool volumes. A trade (or swap) in Uniswap only proceeds if the received amount of token B is at least the user-defined slippage limit, \( \text{amtB}_{\text{min}} \), to account for price fluctuations between the time a trade is submitted and when it is executed. The trade is canceled if this condition isn’t met.

MEV arises from pre-confirmation activities, where malicious actors insert or reorder transactions to front-run existing trades. In Uniswap, they exploit this by skewing prices to the victim’s slippage limit, ensuring trade execution at the least favorable price. RBEV stems from the on-chain persistence of canceled trades records (due to slippage limit breaches). This allows malicious actors to infer traders’ future actions, with the problem exacerbated by the full transparency of on-chain trading strategies.

**Ineffectiveness of MEV Solutions to RBEV.** Mitigating MEV primarily entails restricting adversaries from utilizing the knowledge of pending transactions to manipulate their order in blocks. Fair-ordering consensus protocols [54, 55] enforce transaction ordering based on some notion of fairness, such as first-come-first-serve, thereby preventing miners from unilaterally determining the final order. However, once transactions get published, the attempted amounts and slippage limits are revealed. Other methods involve cryptographic techniques, such as ZKP or threshold encryption, to maintain trading data privacy pre-execution. However, even if bids are encoded as proofs, the verification of proofs inadvertently leaks the residual bid info that arbitrageurs can leverage. This challenge underpins our advocacy for MPC as a comprehensive solution for enhancing smart contract privacy, and reducing MEV and RBEV in particular.

3.2 Technical Challenges and Design Choices in MPC-Blockchain Hybrid System

Before diving into the specifics of Ratel, we address the challenges and design choices that arise when integrating MPC and blockchain. See Appendix A.1 for a concise overview of our solutions.

**Incorporate MPC within Blockchain.** The first challenge is deciding the appropriate way to integrate MPC into the blockchain. There are two primary approaches: 1) every blockchain node participates in MPC (layer-1); 2) involving a smaller set of parties conducting MPC parallel to the blockchain (layer-2).

**Coordination between Blockchain and MPC.** MPC runs asynchronously with the blockchain, and an MPC task may be executed during a time interval that spans multiple blocks.

**Programming Model for Privacy-preserving DApps Development.** We aim to add MP-SPDZ as an extension to Solidity to enjoy MPC’s privacy features. However, given that MP-SPDZ is designed for one-shot, stateless computation, adaptations are essential to fit our continuously running, stateful system. The integration of two individual frameworks also presents design challenges, including the transmission of instructions and data, managing both public and private data storage, and articulating confidentiality and disclosure policies.

**Access Control of Client Interaction.** Careful consideration must be given to processing client requests to execute MPC tasks, validating inputs received from clients as they cannot be fully trusted, and only allowing authorized clients to query private states.

**Limited Performance of MPC.** Although MPC allows for writing general-purpose programs, its high communication cost poses a bottleneck to the system’s performance (shown in Section 5), raising concerns about its practical adoption.

**Tolerating MPC Nodes Failures.** Implementing a long-term practical MPC system necessitates a strategy for managing non-Byzantine node crashes and ensuring uninterrupted computation. Yet, MP-SPDZ assumes the consistent availability of all players and halts computation upon any deviation, even a benign fault. This poses a complex issue: integrating the privacy strengths of MP-SPDZ while maintaining the availability inherent in the blockchain. If a node crashes for an extended time, it can miss vital state updates, disqualifying it from future MPC tasks. Node recovery is complex because each MPC node’s internal state is private and not directly replicated by others. Current solutions like Proactive Secret-sharing (PSS) schemes [19, 30, 49, 64] suggest resharing all secret states.

Listing 1: Pseudocode for Trade on Uniswap Smart Contract

```plaintext
1 mapping (address => uint) public balA, balB;
2 uint public poolA, poolB;
3 function trade(uint amtA, unit amtB_{\text{min}}) {
4   require(balA[msg.sender] >= amtA);
5   require(amtB >= amtB_{\text{min}});
6   poolA += amtA; balA[msg.sender] -= amtA;
7   poolB -= amtB; balB[msg.sender] += amtB;
8   
9 }
```
to a new committee, leading to a quadratic communication overhead—an impractical solution given our expansive private state set. Moreover, encompassing the entire state refresh would disrupt ongoing MPC tasks. As this recovery consumes resources of other MPC nodes, it is susceptible to resource exhaustion attacks.

3.3 System Overview

Ratel is a programming framework designed to enable privacy-preserving applications, and in particular reduce MEV and RBEV. It adds MPC extensions to general purpose smart contracts. Figure 1 depicts the architecture of Ratel, its main components, and how they interact with each other. There are four types of entities in Ratel:
- The developer writes Ratel source code, compiles it into target programs (MP-SPDZ, Python, and Solidity), and deploys them to respective components.
- The application contract deployed on the EVM-compatible public blockchain acts as the coordinator that orchestrates the MPC committee and serves as a gateway for receiving and serializing client requests.
- The MPC committee consists of MPC nodes who run Python programs that maintain secret-shared states and performs MPC over secret-shared data (via invoking MP-SPDZ program) following instructions from the contract.
- The client sends MPC requests that provide both public and private inputs and query public and authorized private states from the contract.

3.4 Workflow

We now sketch the workflow for application deployment and request execution, providing more details for Figure 1.

a) Application deployment: A developer D writes the Ratel program σ, and compiles it to EVM bytecode σE. Python code σp, and MP-SPDZ bytecode σM, as shown in the compilation process in Figure 4b. D deploys σE to the blockchain and obtains the application contract address pk_app. Then, D queries another contract that manages the membership of MPC committee to obtain the list of MPC nodes S, and sends σp, σM, and pk_app to each Si ∈ S. Si runs the Python code σp to instantiate the new application. σp will 1) watch for any event emitted by pk_app and conduct MPC task. Note that each application may contain various tasks; 2) maintain preprocessing element buffers, and 3) process HTTP requests from clients for authorized secret-shared states.

b) Request execution: An MPC task execution is modeled as (sfpub, spri = \delta(sfpub, spri, req), where request req, consisting of (impcid, inpub, inpri), represents a composite of the MPC task identifier and the public and private inputs. To prepare req, a client C sends HTTP requests to MPC nodes to obtain input mask m to hide their private inputs, with further explanations forthcoming. C then submits req to the blockchain, triggering an event e containing both inputs to schedule the task impcid. Upon monitoring e, nodes carry out MPC with the given inputs, and apply updated private states spri to their local confidential key-value store. The MPC committee applies sfpub on blockchain to finalize the task.

3.5 Network and Adversary Model

We use an existing blockchain to coordinate MPC committee and handle the plaintext portion of applications. The blockchain serves as an authenticated broadcast channel for parties. We assume the underlying blockchain has the following properties: 1) Availability: Parties can interact with the blockchain by sending transactions that are committed within Δ, and once a transaction is committed, every party learns of it within Δ. 2) Finality: Any two parties eventually observe a consistent sequence of transactions, i.e. there are no forks. 3) Integrity: Clients are assumed to be able to process the global log of transactions according to EVM execution rules. Therefore, any event logs or queries observed by clients are the result of correct executions.

The adversary can fully control any number of clients. For the MPC committee, we consider a mixed adversary model similar to what is described in FHM98 [46]. Besides the blockchain, we additionally assume the adversary can actively corrupt up to tα nodes and fail-corrupt up to tβ nodes within the group of n total MPC nodes. The consideration of crash faults captures the behavior of non-Byzantine nodes suffering from sporadic crashes in a long-running system. We assume a synchronous network where honest parties can communicate within a known maximum time Δ. Perfectly secure channels exist between parties.

3.6 Security Goals

Briefly, Ratel aims to support general-purpose programs while enforcing the following properties:

- Integrity: We inherit the integrity guarantees of the underlying blockchain as well as the MPC protocol, that all computations are carried out correctly.
- Confidentiality: Data stored in secret-shared namespace remains confidential unless explicitly disclosed. However, given the potential leakage of secret data during computation (for example, exposure through the reconstruction of derived values), it falls upon application developers to meticulously design application logic to safeguard confidentiality. 2
- Availability: Our availability goal is to ensure that the addition of an MPC-based sidechain does not diminish the availability of the underlying blockchain.

4 Framework

4.1 Ratel Programming Model

We explain our programming model and demonstrate most of our design features via the example Ratel code in Listing 2.

4.1.1 Building Blocks

Secure Private Input Handling. We develop an input-sharing scheme ensuring confidential and consistent sharing of private inputs with MPC nodes. Given the unreliability of clients in generating valid secret sharing, we utilize preprocessed random field elements, or input masks, to address this issue.

To share a secret x, C reserves an unused input mask imidx from blockchain, where idx is the unique index. C then requests shares of imidx from MPC nodes, reconstructs it locally, and publishes the masked value x + imidx to blockchain. MPC node Si retrieves x + imidx from an event log and recovers their share [x +...
This "one-node-propose" abstraction is also useful in crash-reset scenarios. We illustrate the consensus process in Figure 2, which involves only 1 transaction to block the blockchain.

Management of Preprocessed Element Buffers. Nodes in the MPC committee maintain buffers for various preprocessed elements, including random bits, random field elements, Beaver triples, input masks (for client private inputs), and state masks (for private states). By default, these states are inaccessible to external users and only disclosed after confirmation.

We enforce the access control policy on the blockchain, while off-chain retrieval handles the shares. The comparisons with other design choices are provided in Appendix A.2. For instance, the disclose function, as shown in Listing 2 line 18, allows traders to query the final price. When the blockchain approves a query request, it notifies the MPC nodes to prepare encrypted shares for the queried value. The blockchain ensures consistency by coordinating MPC and query requests together. Clients can then obtain the encrypted shares through private HTTP requests to access the retrieved value.

MPC Committee Consensus through Blockchain. We primarily use on-chain consensus for simplicity, though high gas costs could warrant off-chain alternatives. The blockchain consensus aids in updating public MPC outputs and replenishing preprocessed element buffers. Our process involves a single MPC node proposing a request to the blockchain, which is executed upon majority approval. This "one-node-propose" abstraction is also useful in crash-reset scenarios. We illustrate the consensus process in Figure 2, which involves only 1 transaction to block the blockchain.

**Listed Rate Source Code Example**

Receiving transaction contains \( req_Sj, \{ \sigma_i \} \), apply the state transition

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma'_j^{\text{pub}, \text{priv}} & = \delta(\sigma^{\text{pub}, \text{priv}}, \text{req}, \text{im}) \\
\end{align*}
\]

\( S_j \in \mathcal{S} \land |\{ \sigma_i | \text{verify}(\sigma_i) = \text{True} \}| > t \),

where MPC nodes apply \( \sigma'_j^{\text{pub}, \text{priv}} \) after \( k \) confirmations.

**Function**

```solidity
def secretWithdraw(address token, fix amt) {
    address user = msg.sender
    require(amt > 0)
    local(token, amt, user) {
        \$fix balance = load(secretBalance(token, user))
        zkkrp(amt <= balance)
        mpc(&balance, amt) {
            balance -= amt
        }
        store(secretBalance(token, user), balance)
    }
    publicBalance[token][user] += amt
}
```

**Figure 2:** Propose\((req, S_j)\) Subroutine: \( S_j \) proposes request \( req \) with signatures \( \sigma_i \) from other MPC nodes for consensus.

\( \text{imb}_{\text{idx}} \) ~ \( \text{imb}_{\text{idx}} \). In this way, private inputs can be posted to the blockchain alongside public inputs.

**Access Control for Client Queries.** While clients can access public states via getter methods or event logs, we propose an access control mechanism that enables authorized clients to query private states. By default, these states are inaccessible to external users and only open to the application contract’s internal logic. However, in some cases like in a privacy-preserving AMM, traders need to know their swaps’ price, requiring an authorization mechanism for specific private state queries.

We enforce the access control policy on the blockchain, while off-chain retrieval handles the shares. The comparisons with other design choices are provided in Appendix A.2. For instance, the disclose function, as shown in Listing 2 line 18, allows traders to query the final price. When the blockchain approves a query request, it notifies the MPC nodes to prepare encrypted shares for the queried value. The blockchain ensures consistency by coordinating MPC and query requests together. Clients can then obtain the encrypted shares through private HTTP requests to access the retrieved value.

**MPC Committee Consensus through Blockchain.** We primarily use on-chain consensus for simplicity, though high gas costs could warrant off-chain alternatives. The blockchain consensus aids in updating public MPC outputs and replenishing preprocessed element buffers. Our process involves a single MPC node proposing a request to the blockchain, which is executed upon majority approval. This "one-node-propose" abstraction is also useful in crash-reset scenarios. We illustrate the consensus process in Figure 2, which involves only 1 transaction to block the blockchain.

**Figure 3:** Input Mask Buffer Maintenance: for both normal refill and crash reset The pre-set parameter \( T \) ensures the buffer is replenished in time. \( k \geq i \) as clients can still reserve input masks during off-chain generation.

**Procedure**

1) Schedule: invoke Propose\((req = \text{"schedule generation of input masks with batch size } B^{-1} S)\) IF \( j - i < T \) (for normal refill) OR \( S \) is permitted to rejoin the MPC committee and its input masks are outdated (for crash reset) with the state updates \( AS \) (public) Blockchain assigns a version number \( v \) to the upcoming batch of input masks (private) Active MPC nodes invoke the adapted offline program to generate \( B \) input masks \( \{ im'_1, im'_2, \ldots, im'_B \} \).

2) Finalize: invoke Propose\((req = \text{"finalize generation of input masks with version } v^{-1} S)\) IF input mask generation program completes, with the state updates \( AS \) (private) \( \text{buf}^{\text{input mask}} = \{ im_1, \ldots, im_j, im'_1, \ldots, im'_B \} \), normal refill \( \{ im_1, \ldots, im_k, im'_1, \ldots, im'_B \} \), crash reset, \( i \leq k \leq j \), recovery). We would like to reuse MP-SPDZ’s offline program however they are designed to produce elements specifically for a given MPC program, leading to an equal number of all types of elements generated although their actual usage might differ. We enhanced the MP-SPDZ code to allow the generation of individual types of elements to cater to distinct needs efficiently, optimizing resource use. We show the input mask buffer maintenance as an example in Figure 3, which may also be invoked by the crash-reset mechanism as detailed in Section 4.2.2.

**4.1.2 Source Language**

The Ratel language is designed to extend the functionality of Solidity by incorporating MP-SPDZ for additional data confidentiality, while still utilizing the familiar syntax and structure of Solidity. And the Python mid-layer serves as a bridge between Solidity and MP-SPDZ. As Solidity programs define smart contracts as objects with functions (methods), Ratel adheres to this convention by specifying which portion of each Solidity function should be executed off-chain by MPC nodes. Ratel inherits the expressiveness of the respective languages in each portion.

A function in Ratel follows the code format illustrated in 4a. The outer layer is Solidity code that runs on the blockchain. The code inside the local function header is executed by MPC nodes on their local machines, where the code within the mpC function represents MP-SPDZ code to perform complex operations over secret-shared data and the rest are mostly Python code. Ratel supports private data types, indicated by a leading \( S \). Private data remain hidden until they are explicitly revealed in an mpC function. Ratel introduces the following new statements and maintains the remaining code consistent with the semantics of Solidity, Python, and MP-SPDZ:

- local[arg1,...,arg2,...] where arguments represent data transmitted from the blockchain to the MPC committee (line 4).
Figure 4: Solidity and MP-SPDZ compilers are integrated into the Ratel compiler to generate targeted bytecode. The orange dotted arrows represent the information flow between the target programs.

- \text{mpc}() \text{where arguments denote input data to the one-shot MPC. The reference-typed arguments (e.g., } \& \text{balance) are outputs of the computation (line 7).}
- \text{load(key) and store(key,value) enables MPC nodes to access the secret-shared key-value store. key is common to nodes and value are respective shares of the state (line 5, 10).}
- \text{zkrp(expr1 op expr2) allows clients to provide proofs for conditions concerning their private inputs and known secret states. It validates (in)equality op between arithmetic expressions expr1, expr2.}
- \text{disclose(key,users) authorizes a list of users to query the private state associated with the given key.}

4.1.3 Compilation Process

The Ratel compiler converts the high-level source program into three components, as depicted in Figure 4b. The Ratel compiler is first parsed into Solidity and off-chain portions, with the latter further divided into Python and MP-SPDZ code. The parsing is performed in a per-function manner.

Code Parsing. The Solidity code is broken down into distinct schedule and finalize functions. For instance, the Ratel function \text{secretWithdraw} translates into \text{secretWithdrawSchedule} and \text{secretWithdrawFinalize}. Clients employ schedule for arranging the MPC task; MPC nodes utilize finalize to write back public outputs and trigger side effects on blockchain like updating public account balances. load, zkrp, and store statements and code triggering the MP-SPDZ program are contained within a single Python function. If the finalize Solidity code isn’t empty, the Python code to activate finalize is generated, enabling MPC nodes to alter public states.

Data Type Interpretation. Ratel handles variable type interpretation across components. Take \text{amtA} in the trade function for example. It is of type \text{fix} (a private fixed-point number). In Ratel, a fixed-point number \( x \) is represented by an integer \( y = x \cdot 2^k \) with precision \( k \). The multiplication of two fixed-point numbers equates to an integer multiplication with subsequent truncation of \( k \) bits. This approach simplifies the interpretation of private fixed-point numbers down to managing private integers. Each private input, as detailed in Section 4.1.1, is masked by an input mask. In the Solidity code, \text{amtA} is interpreted as a pair of \text{uint} (unsigned 256-bits integer), denoting the masked value and the input mask’s index. In the Python code, nodes use this index to locate the input mask share in the key-value store and then recover the input to a secret share, a field element that is treated as int type. For MP-SPDZ, it supports \text{sfix} and \text{int} for \text{sfix} and \text{int} respectively.

4.1.4 Optimizations

Zero-knowledge Range Proof Module. Our initial Ratel iteration highlighted a challenge with the extensive communication rounds needed for comparisons in MPC programs, evident in scenarios like the secretWithdraw function where the amount withdrawn must not exceed the private account balance. To address this, we incorporate a Zero-Knowledge Range Proof (ZKRP) module, enabling clients to demonstrate their private inputs and known secret-shared states satisfying application-defined conditions without revealing actual values, as shown in Listing 2 line 6, which enhances efficiency.

ZKRP statements take the form \text{zkrp(expr1 op expr2)}, with op as a comparison operator and expr1, expr2 as arithmetic expressions over both public and private values. We simplify this to expr=0, leading to a ZKRP scheme expressed as \text{ZoK \langle \langle} expr, r \rangle: expr \in [0, \frac{\ell}{2}], C = g^{expr \cdot h^r} \rangle, following the Camenisch-Stadler notation [25], with \( p \) as the field prime and \( r \) as an input mask. Assuming only linear operations in expr, client \( C \) gets input mask \( r \), computes commitment \( C \), and creates a valid range proof \( prf \). Each \( S_i \) calculates share \[ expr \] locally and collaboratively opens \( C \) to verify \( prf \). Complex operations in expr, like multiplication over secret values, require extra input masks and commitments (as in Appendix A.3).

The compiler provides an interface for client proof provision, in the Solidity function header and event declaration, and server-side verification, in Python that calls our modified Bulletproofs [24] (the most efficient protocol for range proofs) Rust library. When multiple ZKRP statements are present, the openings of commitments are performed together, thus requiring only 1 communication round. ZKRP statements are verified in the Python program, halting execution upon encountering false conditions, before any mpc and store statements are executed. As a result, invalid ZKRP statements result in no state update at all.
Concurrent Execution. Ratel optimizes throughput by allowing parallel execution of MPC tasks, supported by a concurrency control mechanism. However, tasks accessing the same field in the key-value store must be executed sequentially. Each task’s sequence number, reflecting its blockchain position and transaction fee, determines its execution order. This ensures tasks with higher fees are prioritized.

Concurrency is managed through a locking mechanism. As the monitor coroutine in Python receives a new MPC task, it acquires separate locks for each accessed field in the task. Locks are distributed on a first-come, first-served basis, with priority given to tasks with smaller sequence numbers. This ensures that competing tasks are executed in the order determined by the blockchain, and non-competing tasks, whose execution order has no impact on the final states, can be executed out-of-order. Unneeded locks are promptly released to maintain efficiency. Ratel achieves concurrent execution by assigning different ports to tasks via a port assignment scheme orchestrated on blockchain.

In summary of Section 4.1, assuming an uncompromised MPC committee, if the Ratel program is posted on-chain, all honest MPC nodes would faithfully run the local program. Node actions, such as MPC task execution and buffer refills, are instructed by the blockchain, ensuring seamless coordination and conflict-free operation among MPC nodes. Tasks adhere to an all-or-nothing principle, where they fully complete and update both public and private states or result in no changes. Robust input-sharing and access control mechanisms limit malicious client behavior; inputs placed on the blockchain ensure uniform outcomes across nodes. Should invalid inputs be posted, the corresponding MPC task will fail, leaving the system intact, yet the malicious client incurs transaction fees.

4.2 Optimizing System Uptime: Enhancing the Availability of the Framework

A straightforward integration of MP-SPDZ with blockchain encounters availability issues. Initially, protocols in MP-SPDZ with malicious security adhere to the malicious-with-abort model, halting upon deviation detection [56]. The prerequisite of all pairs of MPC nodes to establish sockets before proceeding (none can be absent) further constrains its applicability. Therefore we have to refine the MP-SPDZ implementation. Second, during an extended operating period, occasional failures are anticipated even under benign conditions, as illustrated by the uptime data of nodes in the Ripple [10] network (Figure 5). The network’s reliance on a small group of MPC nodes for stability, reliability, and integrity mirrors Ratel’s structure. With even professional validating nodes rarely surpassing a year of uninterrupted uptime, we’re motivated to facilitate the seamless re-entry of crashed nodes upon restart.

This model also captures the case when rare network partitions occur, allowing lagging nodes to sync with the rest of the network.

4.2.1 Enhancement to MP-SPDZ

Upon detection of any deviation, Ratel restarts the halted MPC without the identified faulty nodes. Given that each restart proceeds with a reduced set of nodes, completion is assured over time. We enhance the crash fault tolerance of MP-SPDZ by masking socket failures via message buffering, which allows MPC nodes to write and read messages asynchronously, thereby enabling MPC programs to proceed without having to wait for slower or absent MPC nodes.

4.2.2 Crash-Reset Mechanism

Given that message buffers have limited size, MPC nodes would cease to send messages to nodes with overfilled buffers—particularly those absent for an extended period. In these scenarios, the crash-reset mechanism is used to recover missing (private) state updates, enabling the crashed node to re-engage in upcoming MPC tasks.

Problem Statement. A crashed node $S_j$, whose local secret-shared key-value store is outdated and thus inhibits its involvement in future MPC tasks due to invalid initial states $st_{prior}$, sends a crash-reset request to currently active nodes $S_A (S_j \notin S_A)$. Our mixed adversary model requires the presence of more than $t$ nodes to proceed (elaborated in Section A.6, with $t = t_0$ in the basic case and $t = 2t_0$ otherwise, where $t_0$ is the number of Byzantine faults). $S_A$ evaluates the request based on a cost-benefit analysis. If approved, $S_j$ updates its state to mirror the interim changes and gear up for upcoming tasks. We elucidate the core elements in the mechanism, with Figure 6 illustrating the workflow involved.

Private State Recovery. For sporadic recoveries involving a few nodes (usually just one), utilizing proactive secret sharing to distribute all secret-shared states to a new committee can be overly intricate. Thus we introduce a lightweight private state recovery mechanism outlined below.

Recovering a single secret-shared state $[v]^j$ with key $u$ is similar to the client input process. Utilizing a state mask $sm_{id_k}$ (a specific random field element for private state recovery), $S_j$ sends a request that includes key $u$ and state mask index $id_k$ to $S_A$ then interpolates the responses $\{(i, [v]^j + [sm_{id_k}])\}_{i \neq j}$ to recover $[v]^j$. The single-state recovery can be extended for batch-state recoveries by including multiple keys and corresponding state mask indexes in a single request.

State masks are produced either on-demand when a node requires state recovery or preemptively for anticipated failures. By invoking Propose(req = “reserve $B$ state masks”,$S_j$), $S_A$ collectively generates shares of $B$ new random field elements specifically for $S_j$ to recover its missing states.

Missing MPC Tasks Determination. $S_j$ identifies missed tasks by comparing its local records with the data on pub. Use $T_X$ to denote the set of MPC tasks corresponding to the sequence numbers in set $X$, and $\{x\}$ to represent the set of positive integers up to $x$. Given $seq_j$, the total count of initialized MPC tasks available on-chain,
and $I_j$, the set of sequence numbers of tasks $S_j$ has locally updated before crashing, $S_j$ identifies the tasks it missed as $T_{\text{seq}}/I_j$.

Next, $S_j$ identifies the states it needs to recover. It uses the input data available on-chain to compute the updated states for each task in $T_{\text{seq}}/I_j$, focusing on identifying the keys associated with these states. The set of missing states for $S_j$ is then given by $\bigcup_{i \in S_j} I_j (Poissont, st^i_0, st^i_1, \ldots)$, where $st^i_y$ represents the $y$-th state updated by the MPC task $T_y$.

**Preprocessed Elements Buffer Sync.** For $S_j$, a node offline for an extended period, lacking the latest preprocessed elements could inhibit participation in upcoming MPC tasks. Two options are available: recover missed elements via private state recovery, consuming a state mask for each element; or request to generate a new batch of preprocessed elements.

**Uninterrupted Operation.** A primary design objective is ensuring the crash-reset process seamlessly integrates, without interrupting ongoing tasks or inhibiting the initiation of new MPC tasks. This goal poses several challenges.

Upon approval of the crash-reset request, certain in-progress MPC tasks, yet to yield available state updates, pose a challenge. To address this, we include missed tasks $T_{\text{seq}}/I_j$ (along with state mask indexes) in the private state recovery HTTP request. Every $S_i \in S_A$ maps out the states aligned with $T_{\text{seq}}/I_j$ and assembles each state a counter indicating the number of tasks in $T_{\text{seq}}/I_j$ influencing it. The counters decrease at each task’s completion. The initial HTTP response to $S_j$ only includes states with a 0 counter. As tasks progress, $S_i$ updates these counters and offers updates each time a state’s counter hits ground 0.

Once Propose(req $= \text{"reset"}, S_j)$ is confirmed, buffer sync and state recovery are triggered. In parallel, $S_A$ continue to process ongoing/new MPC tasks using elements from old buffers. However, $S_j$ may not be ready to engage in a new MPC task $T_w$ ($w > \text{seq}$) due to outdated initial states or preprocessed elements. To avoid missing more tasks, $S_A$ send $T_{w}$’s messages to $S_j$, which are captured and stored by $S_j$ for local simulation of $T_w$ once it’s ready. An edge case arises when $S_j$ lacks the necessary shares of preprocessed elements to simulate $T_w$. Here, $S_j$ issues a second HTTP request to $S_A$, offering additional state mask indexes to obtain either missing preprocessed elements or $T_w$’s results.

### 4.2.3 Cost-Utility Analysis

We introduce a cost-utility analysis to weigh the resources expended by MPC nodes in aiding a crashed node’s reset against the enhanced system robustness, ensuring the crash-reset mechanism isn’t abused by Byzantine nodes.

**Cost.** Our cost analysis for recovering a crashed node is inspired by Ethereum’s Gas mechanism [87]. We convert various resource considerations - time, storage, computation, networking, and economic costs - into a unified scalar metric $(T, S, CPU, COM, ECO)$. See more details in Appendix A.4.

**Utility.** The MPC committee may enter a stale state if $t_b \leq t$, with $t_b$ as the count of active non-Byzantine nodes. We denote reliability - the probability of avoiding stale state - as $R$. The utility from recovering a crashed node is quantified as enhancement in reliability (AR). Through Bayesian analysis, we estimate individual node reliability $r_i$ (characterized by the distribution of failure rate $\lambda_i$), and then determine $R$.

We model node $S_j$’s repeated crashes as a Poisson process. This characterization of each node’s failure rate is known as the failure rate problem [80]. For $S_j$ with failure rate $\lambda_i$, the likelihood of experiencing $F_i$ failures over a time interval $T$ is $I(F_i \mid \lambda_i, T) = \text{Poisson}(x = F_i; \lambda_i; T) = \frac{\lambda_i^x e^{-\lambda_i T}}{x!}$. In Bayesian analysis, $\lambda_i$ is not a constant but a random variable adhering to a prior distribution. Gamma distribution is typically selected as the prior, given the Poisson-distributed likelihood function. This choice simplifies the derivation of posterior distribution, which remains Gamma-distributed, though other priors could also be applicable. The prior’s probability density function (PDF) is $g(\lambda; \alpha, \beta) = \text{Gamma}(x = \lambda; \alpha, \beta) = \frac{x^{\alpha - 1} e^{-\beta x}}{\Gamma(\alpha)}$. Historical data from Ripple (Figure 5) aids in establishing this prior, specifically, in determining $\alpha$ and $\beta$. Defining $\mu$ and $\sigma^2$ as the mean and variance of Ripple’s validating node uptime, $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are obtained by solving $\mu = E(g(\lambda; \alpha, \beta)) = \alpha \beta^{-1}$ and $\sigma^2 = \text{Var}(g(\lambda; \alpha, \beta)) = \frac{\alpha \beta^2}{\alpha - 1}$. When $F_i$ failures are observed over the past time frame $T$, the posterior PDF’s hyperparameters adjust to $\alpha_i = \alpha + F_i$ and $\beta_i = \beta + T$. We estimate node $S_j$’s failure rate with the posterior distribution mean, denoted as $\lambda_j = \frac{\alpha_i}{\beta_i}$.

The node’s reliability, or the probability it remains online through time $T$, is calculated as $r_j = \text{Poisson}(x = 0; \lambda = \frac{\lambda_j}{T}) = e^{-\lambda_j T}$.

System reliability $R$, considering $n'$ ($t < n' \leq n$) active nodes with reliability $r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_{n'}$, is derived by estimating the probability that over $t$ nodes will remain online post time $T$. Utilizing the inclusion-exclusion principle, we get $R = \sum_{i=1}^{n'} (-1)^{i-1} \sum_{X \subseteq S, |X| = i} \prod_{j \in X} S_j$. For a more efficient estimation, approximation algorithms [50] can be employed.

**Mitigating Adversarial Exploitation.** Unrestricted crash-reset requests can expose the MPC committee to denial-of-service attacks by malicious nodes. To differentiate between varying recovery costs, we update $F_i$ to reflect weighted impacts instead of merely tallying crash occurrences. It also adjusts during MPC executions upon deviation detected.

We start with a common prior distribution Gamma$(\alpha_i, \beta_i)$, allowing nodes to form distinct posterior distributions Gamma$(\alpha_i, \beta_i)$ based on their specific crash histories. The variance in posterior
The leakage function for trade is represented as:

$$L_{\text{trade}} = \left\{ (a_i, b_i)_{i \in [B]}, \text{Mean}(\{p_i\}_{i \in [B], c_i = 1}) \right\} \text{ to the public} \quad \text{to trader}_i$$

Here, \((a_i, b_i)\) denotes an unordered pair, meaning the public is aware of the pool a trader engages with but remains uninformed about the exact swap direction. If the MPC committee remains uncompromised, the MPC nodes gain no more information than the public.

RatelSwap mitigates MEV by concealing swap size and slippage limits, preventing adversaries from identifying vulnerable transactions. Swaps details and results stay confidential post-execution, guarding against RBEV.

### 4.3.2 Collateral Auction - RatelAuction

In DeFi lending protocols, collateral assets are liquidated via an auction process to pay off loan debt when their prices fall. MakerDAO [63], a popular lending protocol, employs a Dutch auction to entice bidders, where the collateral’s price methodically reduces starting from an oracle-referenced initial price. An auction ends when either all collateral is bought, the loan is entirely repaid, or the auction reaches its expiry.

In such public auctions, bidders, by observing the bidding frequency, bids’ size, and remaining collateral, can strategically place their bids towards the auction’s end to secure the lowest price, resulting in collaterals being undervalued. This price discrimination is especially severe for high-volume auctions, which tend to have longer durations and give liquidators ample time to respond to market shifts. As per [73], by April 2021, the profit from 28,138 liquidations in MakerDAO totaled 63.59M USD. This profit stems from the gap between the auctioned collateral’s price and its market value. The discrimination is an implicit form of RBEV, if we view the auction as a single massive order, with bidders trading against it. The auction “order” is at a disadvantage since the large unfilled amounts are public knowledge. Moreover, bidders face potential MEV issues during the auction’s concluding moments; those who successfully settle their bids secure favorable positions, while others miss out.

The goal of designing a “fair” collateral auction scheme is to prompt liquidators to repay the loan at a price consistent with their true willingness to pay (usually the market price), regardless of the auction’s current status. We improve the liquidation auction by marking the price and size of all bids as private and consequently make the remaining collateral volume private.

**Collateral Auction - RatelAuction**

In RatelAuction, clients transfer funds to the blockchain to the application contract, enabling MPC committee to maintain private in-application balances. Trade amounts are concealed, with signs indicating swap size (negative) and slippage limit (positive), ensuring swap directions remain undisclosed. We mitigate RBEV through batched public price discovery and delayed private price disclosure. At the end of a trade, the only trader is allowed to query whether it was fulfilled and at what price. Liquidity pool volumes and in-application account balances are concealed to prevent adversaries from inferring swap statuses based on changes in these values. Clients can query their own balances while pool volumes remain undisclosed. We strike a balance between privacy and price discovery by disclosing the average prices of recent swap batches to guide the setting of slippage limits. A mandatory delay before traders can access swap prices and updated balances thwart adversaries’ attempts to deduce liquidity pool states via consecutive trades.

Consider a batch of \(B\) bids \((bid_i = (a_i, b_i, m_i, s_i))_{i \in [B]}\), with \(bid_i\) submitted by \(trader_i\), expressing the intention to exchange \(m_i\) units of token \(a_i\) for at least \(s_i\) units of token \(b_i\). The outcome of executing \(bid_i\) yields \(c_i\), with 1 for success and 0 for failure. The price of \(bid_i\) is:

$$p_i = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } c_i = 0 \\ \frac{s_i'/m_i}{s_i'/s'_i} & \text{if } c_i = 1 \text{ and } \text{address}(a_i) < \text{address}(b_i) \\ \frac{m_i}{s'_i} & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

3Notably, Ratel’s RockPaperScissors implementation offers availability unattainable with standard ZKP-based approaches.

4Source code of RatelSwap.

5A similar decision has been adopted by Rialto [48] where they reveal top-k settlement prices in their double orderbook DEX.

6Source code of RatelAuction.
We reengineered its sockets to support asynchronous read/write, varied geographical locations. To mimic realistic network (globally 7 ble profit margins for liquidators.  

We adapted the MP-SPDZ Implementations and Optimizations. 

63 We implement the Ratel framework and benchmark it, finding that MPC communication latency is the primary bottleneck. Our evaluation demonstrates Ratel’s capability to efficiently manage real-world workloads for RatelSwap and RatelAuction. Evaluation on crash-reset is in Appendix B. 

Implementations and Optimizations. We adapted the MP-SPDZ codebase with several modifications to meet our specific needs: 1) It only supported revealing cleartext outputs to parties. We extended it to output secret shares to MPC nodes for storage in the confidential key-value store; 2) We refined its offline phase to enable the generation of specific types of preprocessed elements in designated batch sizes; 3) We enhanced it with crash fault tolerance, allowing MPC to proceed even when some parties are absent; 4) We reengineered its sockets to support asynchronous read/write, enabling nodes to send messages to absent peers who can later retrieve and simulate the MPC independently; 5) We optimized its startup phase, reducing it from over 80 to just 7 communication rounds by removing redundant socket setup processes and adding multithreading for socket setup. 

Since the crash-reset involves massive Geth queries, we optimized it by employing the batch query function of the aio eth library [69], we also introduced multiprocessing to accelerate the private state interpolation process. 

We enhanced the performance of RatelSwap through application-level optimizations detailed in Appendix B.1. 

Experiment Setup. We established a private blockchain using Geth [47] and utilized its Proof-of-Authority consensus protocol, enabling us to configure block time and simulate various public blockchains. We run $n = 4$ MPC nodes with $t = 1$ on a single machine with an Intel Xeon E5-2620 v4 CPU and 128 GB of RAM running Ubuntu 20.04. We model the MPC committee as being managed by servers from several reputable organizations, stationed in varied geographical locations. To mimic realistic network (globally distributed) conditions 8, we incorporate a simulated latency, causing packet delays of 100 ± 5 ms. Given the high simulated inter-node latency, the primary bottleneck is the per-round communication delay, not the number of nodes. This approach, excluding random network fluctuations and packet losses, assures stable benchmark results. We use 128-bit field elements, with a precision of $\kappa = 16$ for fixed-point numbers. 

5.1 Bottleneck Analysis 

As a framework composed of multiple components, we are curious about which part or factor is the performance bottleneck of Ratel. Evaluating a general-purpose framework like Ratel holds no significance without being contextualized within a specific application. Therefore, we benchmark Ratel using the trade operation in RatelSwap, as it is the most frequently used operation in our most representative application. 

Latency. A trade request is first sent to blockchain and executed by MPC committee once the corresponding transaction is confirmed. The confirmation time of the blockchain portion varies with the configuration of blockchain being used, which dramatically ranges from a few seconds to several minutes. The Proof-of-Stake-based Ethereum network produces blocks every 12s on average, with most exchanges and merchants waiting for 10-50 confirmations thus resulting in a latency of 2-13min. Other popular EVM-compatible chains such as Binance Smart Chain [27] and Avalanche [84] have faster confirmation times of approximately 3s, and 2s respectively. 

The overall off-chain execution time (to run Python program) of trade without using ZKRP is measured to be 5.9s (0.08s without the simulated network latency). Since database access takes less than 0.001s, the majority of latency comes from the MP-SPDZ program. The trade MP-SPDZ program has 48 communication rounds and the online phase takes 5.12s. The remaining 0.779s comes from socket setup which could be amortized by reusing the same sockets across multiple MP-SPDZ programs. 

The offline phases are run in advance to ensure that preprocessed elements are readily available. The trade MPC program consumes 2 input masks, 876 beaver triples, and 2738 random bits. Generating different preprocessed elements can run in parallel and the time cost to generate required triples and bits takes 2.4s and 3.3s respectively, which means offline phase runs faster than online phase. Similar to the online phase, at least 0.7s are used for socket setup. 

The use of ZKRP reduced the off-chain running time by 0.4s, where it takes 5.18s for the MP-SPDZ program to process all private data, plus the 0.23s for the 1 round of communication to open the commitment to secret-shared states. Our use of ZKRP requires MPC nodes to verify 3 ranged proofs and reconstruct 2 commitments taking 0.006s per ranged proof and 0.014s per commitment. 

Throughput. The throughput of RatelSwap is dependent on whether trades are parallelizable off-chain and the block time and block capacity of the underlying blockchain network. In particular, trades sent to the same pool must be executed in sequence, as they access the same fields such as pool volume sizes. The throughput in a single pool is 10 trades per minute. 

\*8In an ideal, risk-neutral competitive market, excess profit diminishes, leaving negligible profit margins for liquidators.

\*Contrary to our methodology, related works such as P2DEX [16] and Kicking-the-Bucket [36], exhibit testing conditions that aren’t reflective of a realistic DApps environment. They record server latencies of less than 25ms and ping times of 1.003ms respectively, figures that are notably optimistic when compared to the typical latencies observed in AWS instances [66].
Figure 7: Performance of RatelSwap over Multiple Trading Pools (with Concurrent Execution)

Figure 8: MPC Task Wait Time vs. Transaction Submission Frequency: simulate RatelSwap over a one-hour period of the real-world workload from the USCD.e-WAVAX pool on Trader Joe.

Figure 9: Wait time probability distribution of simulating RatelSwap over 3 days of historical data from the USCD.e-WAVAX pool on Trader Joe.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of Ratel, by collecting and analyzing the historical data of AMM and collateral auction on the public blockchains. Our results indicate that Ratel is capable of handling real-world traffic for both applications.

**RatelSwap Under High-Traffic Conditions in the Most Popular Trading Pool.** We monitor all transactions submitted to Sushiswap [83] and Uniswap [3] on the Ethereum network, and Trader Joe [52] on the Avalanche network, over a period of 5 days in May 2022. This period follows the collapse of LUNA and UST, resulting in especially elevated on-chain trading activity.

Figure 11 shows the average number of swap rates over the top 40 trading pairs in these markets. The most prolific pool is the Trader Joe USCD.e-WAVAX pair on Avalanche, with 324 swaps/hour on average. This is less than the maximum throughput of RatelSwap, which is around 600 swaps/hour.

Although RatelSwap is able to handle the average sustained workload of the most prolific measured pool, it may still experience temporary backlogging during periods of acute activity. The per-hour trading history of the USCD.e-WAVAX pool during our observation period is illustrated in Figure 12. We simulated RatelSwap over the 1st hour of our observation period, during which there are 622 swaps in total by submitting swap transactions to RatelSwap at the exact times measured in the pool. We then observed the queuing time of each swap, which is the delay between a transaction being confirmed by the blockchain and the MPC nodes starting to execute the MPC task. The results, as shown in Figure 8, indicate that during sharp bursts of transactions, the MPC committee becomes congested, and confirmed transactions may be queued for up to 101 seconds before being executed. However, when the workload decreases, the queue clears quickly, and the delay drops back to a typical wait time of less than a minute.

Figure 9 shows the cumulative distribution of the transaction delays obtained by performing repeated simulations of the entire 3-day history that we collected from the USDC.e-WAVAX pool. The simulation found that 83.77% of trades have a wait time of less than 1min with 58.44% of trades being queued for less than 5s.

**RateAuction in a Rarely Occurring Large-Scale Auction.** We evaluate RateAuction using the data of an ETH-A auction with 65,000,000 Dai (1 Dai ≈ 1 USD) that happened on MakerDAO. There is only one multiplication in the MP-SPDZ program for bid submission, which is merely at no cost. At the end of the auction, all 49 received bids are traversed to determine the exact collateral payouts for each bid. The traverse takes 98s, which is acceptable compared with its 2940s lifetime. Moreover, the final settlement operation is run once per auction and such large auctions are infrequent in general.
6 Related Work

Most popular DEXes [1, 3, 4, 14, 45, 51, 52, 61, 83] lack protection against MEV and RBEV. Several solutions exist to mitigate MEV by enforcing specific order, either in the consensus layer [55, 60, 88], or in the application layer [32]. However, these solutions do not address RBEV. Another approach is hiding the content of bids to mix potential victim bids with all other bids. We categorize these works according to their generality and underlying cryptographic primitives used to provide privacy in Table 3. Some works are designed specifically for DEX and can be compared with RatelSwap, while others are more general-purpose frameworks like Ratel providing privacy for blockchain.

Some works [20, 28, 42, 71, 76] use Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) such as Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [35] to emulate a trusted third-party operating the exchanges, but these have to trust that the chip manufacturers do not leave backdoors and also known side-channel have been patched. However, new attacks are still possible. ZKP-based approaches [23, 31, 43, 44, 57–59, 65, 70, 82] are efficient to provide privacy and prevent MEV without additional trust assumptions, but it is limited to specific types of DEXes as no one has the ability to provide proof of secret data from other parties. ZKP approaches also have availability issues as they rely on the data provider to be online to provide the original data whenever required.

Cartledge et al. [26] first proposed using MPC to mitigate price impact and front-running in dark pools, followed by Kicking-the-Bucket [36] that further optimizes the matching algorithms, and Asharov et al. [11, 13] that combines MPC and homomorphic encryption to address privacy concerns. P2DEX [16] uses publicly verifiable MPC and threshold signatures to resist both front-running and secret key theft in cross-chain exchanges. It shares similarities with Rialto [48] as they both implement a double order-book DEX with fixed-size orders, considering only order prices. Rialto and Ratel are on the same path that combines MPC and ZKP, striking a balance between efficiency and functionality. However, double order-book DEXes may not be able to tolerate the high latency of MPC as they are sensitive to market price fluctuation and the sorting algorithm involves too many comparison operations, which is very expensive in MPC.

Several general-purpose frameworks have been proposed to provide privacy for blockchains using either MPC or Homomorphic Encryption (HE) schemes. Gage MPC [5] uses non-interactive MPC for short-term strong security but may leak residual bids for long-term use in a DEX. GABLE [34] uses garbled circuit schemes directly on smart contracts, but it is not practical for complex DApps on popular blockchains like Ethereum due to high costs. None of these MPC-based frameworks [17, 34, 40, 79] considers programmability or has a user-friendly front-end. White-City [79] and Eagle [17] model a private state machine replication similar to Ratel, but Eagle does not address crash reset. ZeeStar [81] and Pesca [37] provide a programming framework for non-experts to instantiate private smart contracts, similar to Ratel, they both use HE along with ZKP for privacy guarantees. However, ZeeStar uses additive HE, which limits its expressivity to linear operations over foreign data. Pesca is the most relevant work to Ratel, which uses fully HE (FHE) instead of MPC so that private data could be stored on the mainchain for better reliability, but the tradeoff is the high storage gas expenses.

**Crash Recovery in the MPC Literature.** MATRIX [15] and FlexSMC [85] are MPC management and orchestration frameworks that assign MPC nodes to execute user-registered MPC programs. Both frameworks follow the traditional approach of considering stateless, one-shot computation and not storing private states for future use. FlexMPC addresses node failures and communication interruptions by using a centralized gateway to monitor servers in an MPC session and restart the session if necessary. Partisica [72] is another MPC-as-a-Service framework, which stores secret variables off-chain but does not address how secret variables are maintained over time. Proactive Secret-sharing (PSS) schemes [19, 30, 49, 64] allow secret states shared in an old MPC committee to be reshared with a new committee, but this is inefficient in our setting and can halt the system from taking on new MPC tasks. White-City [79] is a concurrent work to Ratel that supports crash-reset recovery by recording all MPC messages in the encrypted form on a public bulletin board, but this approach is not practical for mainstream blockchains like Ethereum due to high on-chain storage costs. In contrast, Ratel proposes a more lightweight recovery mechanism that only sends shares of missing states to the reset server and does not halt the system from taking on new MPC tasks.

7 Discussions and Conclusion

Ratel demonstrates how the synergy of MPC and blockchain can effectively craft privacy-preserving DApps, notably addressing the RBEV challenge. We identify key areas for future improvement of the framework.

The definition of end-to-end latency in RatelSwap is ambiguous due to batching and delayed price disclosure. While sequential ordering remains vital, latency is only problematic if it constitutes a significant part of the disclosure window. The current performance might be insufficient as trading pool activity rises. A potential remedy is segmenting the pool into sub-pools to distribute workload and letting market dynamics dictate each sub-pool’s priority.

Rethinking the fee mechanism is essential due to the introduction of concurrency control through the locking mechanism. The evaluation should not only consider traditional metrics like gate numbers and circuit depth but also the count of locks and total blocking time associated with an MPC task. These dynamic factors, often discerned at runtime, influence overall performance. A model akin to Ethereum’s gas mechanism, where fees are estimated upfront and states reverted if prepaid fees fall short, could be an effective approach.

We’ve primarily discussed managing private states within individual applications. However, our framework can be extended to support interoperability across various applications, allowing them to share private data fields. For an in-depth explanation of one possible approach, refer to Appendix C.

The current Ratel compiler offers limited support for the ZKR module, requiring developers to discern when to substitute MPC operations with ZKR. An enhanced Ratel compiler could autodetermine the computations suited for ZKP, optimizing MPC workload. Ultimately, a holistic integration of smart contracts, MPC, and...
ZKP is a promising avenue for refining privacy and efficiency in future developments.
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A Design Details

A.1 Challenges and Solutions

**Incorporate MPC within Blockchain.** The first challenge is deciding the appropriate way to integrate MPC into the blockchain. There are two primary approaches: 1) every blockchain node participates in MPC (layer-1); 2) involving a smaller set of parties conducting MPC parallel to the blockchain (layer-2).

For Ratel, we opt for the layer-2 approach, utilizing a separate and smaller set of nodes, the MPC committee, operate a “sidechain”. The MPC committee is assumed to consist of a consortium of reputable parties. Private contract states are moved into a confidential zone backed by the MPC committee, and MPC nodes store these values encoded as secret shares. Computations involving private data are carried out using MPC, specifically using the MP-SPDZ framework as the backend. We choose the layer-2 approach as the stringent requirements (e.g., intensive computation, high bandwidth, and consistent online presence necessitated by the complex recovery processes on the MPC “sidechain”) on MPC nodes are unsuitable for regular nodes in a permissionless blockchain.

**Coordination between Blockchain and MPC.** MPC runs asynchronously with the blockchain, and an MPC task may be executed during a time interval that spans multiple blocks. In Ratel, off-chain MPC tasks are scheduled by the blockchain, which ensures that the order of MPC tasks is well-agreed upon. The blockchain also helps with deploying the MPC committee, such as authenticating the list of MPC nodes and ensuring preprocessed elements are available before a task is scheduled to run.

**Programming Model for Privacy-preserving DApps Development.** We aim to add MP-SPDZ as an extension to Solidity to enjoy MPC’s privacy features. However, given that MP-SPDZ is designed for one-shot, stateless computation, adaptations are essential to fit our continuously running, stateful system. The integration of two different frameworks also presents design challenges, including the transmission of instructions and data, managing both public and private data storage, and articulating confidentiality and disclosure policies.

When designing the Ratel language, we start with a straightforward mashup. Programmers explicitly annotate sections of their code designated for MP-SPDZ, while the rest belongs to Solidity programs, so the compiler can simply split them. We introduce a mid-layer in Python that runs off-chain by every MPC node. This intermediary layer maintains a key-value store for confidential secret-shared data, persisting private states between rounds. It maintains preprocessed element buffers to ensure adequate supply for the online phase. It actively monitors event logs to extract information from the blockchain and wrap up transactions invoking callback methods to finalize MPC tasks on-chain. Ratel provides developers with the flexibility to define disclosure policies. By default, access to the confidential storage is limited to functions defined by the same application. However, allowances can be made to disclose data to authorized users identified by their addresses.

---

**Access Control of Client Interaction.** Careful consideration must be given to processing client requests to execute MPC tasks, validating inputs received from clients as they cannot be fully trusted, and only allowing authorized clients to query private states.

The blockchain acts as a gateway for clients to submit MPC requests. Requests are formulated as transactions and serialized using the consensus core of blockchain. We adopt a robust input-sharing scheme to ensure that clients can post masked private inputs on-chain and guarantee that MPC nodes receive consistent shares of inputs. Access control for client queries is enforced through the mechanism implemented on the blockchain.

**Limited Performance of MPC.** Although MPC allows for writing general-purpose programs, its high communication cost poses a bottleneck to the system’s performance (shown in Section 5), raising concerns about its practical adoption.

To address this challenge, we focus on two aspects: 1) optimizing Ratel’s performance and 2) identifying suitable applications that require high expressiveness despite high latency. We propose a concurrency control mechanism for executing MPC tasks in parallel to improve throughput, and a Zero Knowledge Range Proof (ZKRP) module to reduce expensive comparison operations in MPC. We present two applications: 1) an AMM where the price of swaps is determined by their position in the waiting queue, which is ordered by the blockchain and unaffected by MPC, and 2) an auction where the computation-intensive settling phase is insignificant compared to the long bid collecting phase.

**Tolerating MPC Nodes Failures.** Implementing a long-term practical MPC system necessitates a strategy for managing non-Byzantine node crashes and ensure uninterrupted computation. Yet, MP-SPDZ assumes the consistent availability of all players and halts computation upon any deviation, even a benign fault. This poses a complex issue: integrating the privacy strengths of MP-SPDZ while maintaining the availability inherent in the blockchain. If a node crashes for an extended time, it can miss vital state updates, disqualifying it from future MPC tasks. Node recovery is complex because each MPC node’s internal state is private and not directly replicated by others. Current solutions like Proactive Secret-sharing (PSS) schemes [19, 30, 49, 64] suggest resharing all secret states to a new committee, leading to a quadratic communication overhead—an impractical solution given our expansive private state set. Moreover, encompassing the entire state refresh would disrupt ongoing MPC tasks. As this recovery consumes resources of other MPC nodes, it is susceptible to resource exhaustion attacks.

We enhanced the MP-SPDZ networking code to mask socket-level errors and disconnections. If a node is unavailable to receive messages, the sender buffers the message until the socket becomes available or the buffer is full. We modified MP-SPDZ to resume the MPC execution, excluding nodes identified as faulty, ensuring task completion. A lightweight crash-reset mechanism is introduced, enabling specific nodes to restore their lost private state updates and re-engage in upcoming MPC tasks without disrupting ongoing operations. Integrated within the programming framework, this mechanism automatically identifies the set of missing states for efficient recovery. Furthermore, we provide a Bayesian-based cost-utility analysis that identifies and mitigates the influence of nodes exhibiting fault patterns indicative of abuse, thus limiting their impact on the system.

^{We primarily use on-chain primitives for simplicity, though off-chain alternatives, executed by consensus among MPC nodes, could be considered if gas costs become a concern.}

^{Approaches like Viaduct [2] that automate this partitioning according to high-level instructions would be complimentary.
A.2 Reasoning About Access Control for Client Queries

A fully on-chain scheme for access control is expensive as it requires a transaction to be sent to the blockchain, and MPC nodes need to encrypt their respective shares of the queried value under the client’s public key and post the encrypted shares back to the chain. On the other hand, a fully off-chain scheme suffers from synchronization issues, as the private state transition keeps happening in the MPC committee, and due to network latency, the time when MPC nodes receive off-chain queries might differ. Clients have to specify the version of the private outputs to obtain consistent shares. Thus we chose a design in the middle.

A.3 Further Details about Zero-Knowledge Range Proofs

**MPC nodes Open Commitment** The server $S_i$ has shares $[x_i, r_i]$ and they need to compute $C = g^x h^r$. They locally calculate $g^{x_i} h^{r_i}$, and broadcast it. After the broadcast, $S_i$ has a list of points $\{ (x = j, y = g^{x_j} h^{r_j}) \}_{j \in \mathbb{Z}}$. For simplicity, we assume the first $t + 1$ points come from honest servers. Then they get the value

$$g^x h^r = \prod_{j=1}^{t+1} g^{x_j} h^{r_j} = \prod_{j=1}^{t+1} g^{x_j} h^{r_j} = \sum_{j=1}^{t+1} g^{x_j} h^{r_j} = \sum_{j=1}^{t+1} g^{x_j} h^{r_j},$$

where $\{l_j(x)\}_{j \in \mathbb{Z}}$ is Lagrange basis.

**Multiplication Proof in ZKP** For multiplication in ZKP, we need to provide proof for $z = xy \in [0, R]$, where both $x$ and $y$ are secret-shared states and $c$ is a public range. We omit the range proof for $z \in [0, R]$ and only show the proof for relation $z = xy$.

Client request input masks $r_x$ and $r_y$ from MPC nodes. Clients do the following things:

- samples random field elements $r_x, k_x, k_y, k'_x, k'_y, k'_z \in \mathbb{F}_p$.
- $C_x = g^{x_k} h^{r_k}, C_y = g^{y_k} h^{r_k}, C_z = g^{x_k} h^{r_k} g^{y_k} h^{r_k}$.
- $K_x = g^{x_k} h^{k'_y}, K_y = g^{y_k} h^{k'_z}, K_z = g^{x_k} h^{k'_z}$.
- compute challenge using Fiat-Shamir heuristic $c \leftarrow H(K_x || K_y || K_z)$ where $H$ is a hash function.
- $s_x = cr_x + k'_y, s_y = cr_y + k'_z, s_z = cr_z + k'_z$.
- post $(C_z, pr_f)$ to the blockchain, where

$$pr_f = (K_x, K_y, K_z, s_x, s_y, s'_y, s'_z, s'_z).$$

On the server side, they:

- collaborate to open $C_x$ and $C_y$.
- check $g^{x_k} h^{r_k} \equiv C_x K_x$.
- check $g^{y_k} h^{r_k} \equiv C_y K_y$.
- check $g^{s'_y} h^{s'_y} \equiv C_x K_z$.

A.4 Crash-reset Cost Analysis

The time required to assist a crashed server to rejoin the protocol is roughly $\max (t_{buffer}, t_{state})$ where $t_{buffer}$ is the time to sync preprocessed element buffer and $t_{state}$ is the time required to generate up to $|S|$ state masks and recover $|S|$ states. The input mask generation costs are the same for every out-of-date node and require $B$ parallel rounds of communication and an on-chain transaction of fixed size whose cost depends on the market for gas prices of the chain. The amount of CPU and network overhead for state recovery scales linearly with the amount of out-of-date states $|S|$ which will depend on the specific workload and number of missed tasks. Fortunately, this operation is highly parallelizable, and each state field can be recovered simultaneously. For many realistic workloads the same state fields will be updated multiple times so $|S|$ will be sublinear in the number of tasks that have been missed.

A.5 Other Applications Implemented in Ratel

**Rock Paper Scissors** This is a two-player lottery game that requires financial fairness [9, 21] and additionally privacy [59]. Beyond that, the MPC committee provides data availability so that the first player does not need to wait for another player to show up and reveal their inputs in person. Each player in the game submits their action (rock, paper, or scissors) in the secret sharing form. At the end of the game, an MPC function is invoked to compare their actions without revealing what the actions are. The only information revealed is the winner of a game, whereas the behavior patterns of the players remain hidden.

**Double Orderbook Exchange** Volume matching is a practical algorithm to realize a double orderbook exchange. Buy and sell orders are matched in terms of volume, while the price is provided by an external price oracle. Volume matching is widely used in dark pools, in which the volumes of orders are hidden to reduce the price impact. We follow the same design as in [26] and also integrate it with a blockchain payment system. The matching process involves the computation of private data from multiple sellers and buyers, which is not suitable for the use of ZK-based approaches. We implement volume matching to demonstrate the feasibility of achieving a double-orderbook exchange, while other forms of matching algorithms (continuous double auction, periodic auction, etc.) are also achievable by the MPC committee framework.

**Supply Chain** We implemented a database application that collects statistics on private user data. Users input their personal information into the database, but only authorized or paid parties can access the information of other users. The MPC committee framework enables fine-grained disclosure policies that maximize flexibility while ensuring privacy, which also provides a practical means of enabling government audits and compliance policies.

A.6 Security Analysis

**The Basic Case.** We start with the security analysis considering a synchronous network and an adversary capable of statically compromising up to $t_a$ (Byzantine) nodes and dynamically crashing $t_f$ non-Byzantine nodes, assuming $t_f + 2t_a < n$ (due to their limited capability and our effective crash-reset mechanism) \(^{11}\) and $t_a, t_f$ are

\(^{11}\)The adversary can simultaneously sustain the crash state of $t_f$ nodes. To crash an additional node, they must relinquish control over one of the already compromised $t_f$ nodes. Moreover, the adversary’s ability to induce a crash in another node is outpaced by the crash-reset process.
known parameters, as we described in Section 3.5. Our implementation is based on MP-SPDZ framework and uses its Shamir-based protocol for malicious honest majority. The corresponding MPC protocol is CGH+18 [29], ensuring security against a static malicious adversary with honest majority. The protocol is secure with abort and lacks fairness. We argue the security goals defined in Section 3.6 are achieved during normal MPC task execution and crash-reset paths by setting the threshold of Shamir secret sharing to $t_a$.

Ratel inherits integrity from the underlying blockchain and CGH+18 protocol during the input, MPC execution, and finalize phases. As for crash-reset, by conducting the private state recovery scheme using verifiable secret sharing (VSS), Byzantine nodes are incapacitated from preventing MPC nodes from receiving correct shares. For confidentiality, in the input phase, masked data posted on-chain remain private since malicious nodes cannot reconstruct the associated input masks. Throughout the MPC execution, an honest majority ensures the protocol’s security. During crash-reset, Byzantine nodes do not learn any extra information. Availability is guaranteed in a synchronous network where a minimum of $t_a + 1$ honest nodes consistently participate. Our enhancement to MP-SPDZ facilitates recovery from failed MPC executions by initiating a rerun with a refined set of MPC nodes, excluding identified faulty ones. For crash-reset, the continuous online presence of at least $t_a + 1$ non-faulty nodes aids the swift progress catch-up of recovering nodes.

**Further Analysis** We also explore the possibility of relaxing the strong assumptions made in the basic case.

Under synchrony but with an unrestricted $t_f$ (the adversary may crash any number of non-Byzantine nodes), safety (confidentiality and integrity) can be guaranteed while availability may not when there are insufficient non-Byzantine nodes online.

Safety firstly hinges on the active participation of at least $2t_a + 1$ MPC nodes to ensure an honest majority. On the other hand, given that Byzantine nodes can feign crashes, at least $2t_a + 1$ non-Byzantine nodes are essential to advance in the presence of dormant Byzantine entities. Therefore, $3t_a < n$ is necessary to guarantee safety.

However, the protocol can only proceed when $3t_a < n - t_f$. Otherwise, the system enters a stale state (no availability), halting MPC executions and barring benign node recovery. In this case, a system "reboot" is initiated to restore normal operations from last checkpoint (the last on-chain finalized MPC task), as the finalization implies the successful storage of output states by a minimum of $2t_a + 1$ non-Byzantine nodes. This reboot is contingent on the online status of a specific set of non-Byzantine nodes, or alternatively, computations can resume from a preceding checkpoint, albeit necessitating repeated computation.

Given the indefinite nature and unpredictable recovery timing of benign crashes, this scenario parallels an asynchronous network subjected to $t_a$ Byzantine faults, characterized by indeterminate honest node message delays. In these non-basic cases, the integration of an asynchronous MPC protocol, such as HoneybadgerMPC [62], is necessary, with protocol proceeds with the fastest $2t_a + 1$ nodes.

**B More Evaluation Results**

**B.1 Application Level Optimization for RatelSwap**

For RatelSwap, we make two optimizations specific to the trade function, as it is the most frequently used function. To ensure the validity of the amounts provided by users, we employ the ZKRP module to replace a series of comparisons and multiplications for these checks. Additionally, to avoid the complexity of a division operation, we opt to not calculate the closing price of a trade in the MPC program. Instead, we provide shares of changes in both tokens, allowing traders to independently calculate the reconstructed values.

**B.2 Crash Recovery Latency Analysis**

We measure the time required for a single MPC node $S_4$ to recover with the assistance of three other active MPC nodes $S_1 - S_3$. The overall latency is affected by various factors, including the number of states to recover and certain steps outlined in Figure 6 that may be skipped.

In the best case scenario, where $S_4$ still possesses consistent batches of preprocessed elements with other MPC nodes and ample state masks, $S_4$ only needs to receive approval from the MPC committee and recover any missing states. The time required for approval takes either one or two blockchain confirmation times, depending on the implementation of the approval process, and we call this request approval time. For state recovery, it takes an additional request approval time for $S_4$ to mark state masks to use on-chain, as well as the off-chain latency, which includes the sum of communication, interpolation, and database storage latency, as shown in Table 1. There is only one round trip communication between $S_4$ and $S_1 - S_3$. When an active MPC node receives a request from $S_4$, it must calculate the set of states to recover, which invokes the eth_call API of Geth to query input data of MPC tasks. The bandwidth listed is for a single response and the total bandwidth usage should be roughly multiplied by the number of MPC nodes $n$, whereas in a proactive secret-sharing scheme, the overhead needs to be multiplied by $n^2$.

In a worse case, extra work might be required including updating outdated preprocessed elements and reserve state masks. We assume that there is no ongoing MPC task that the MPC nodes need to wait for in order to get the outputs, as it is difficult to accurately estimate their finish time. The generation of preprocessed elements and state masks both involve on-chain triggering (1 blockchain confirmation time required) and random field element generation, and preprocessed elements generation requires 1 more confirmation time to finalize on-chain. The state mask generation must be completed before the state recovery, which will inevitably introduce extra latency. Not only offline phases for different purposes can be run concurrently, they can also run in parallel with the state recovery phase. Whichever finishes last determines the total latency of the crash recovery process. We list the time to generate random
### Table 1: Off-chain Overheads to Recover States

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#States</th>
<th>Comm w/(w/o) Latency(s)</th>
<th>Interpolate shares(s)</th>
<th>DB Store(s)</th>
<th>Bandwidth of Resp(Bytes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.7013 (0.2966)</td>
<td>0.1402</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
<td>7696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2.3545 (1.7239)</td>
<td>0.2363</td>
<td>0.0067</td>
<td>76890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>4.3432 (3.3093)</td>
<td>0.3388</td>
<td>0.0113</td>
<td>153728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000</td>
<td>7.5974 (6.3534)</td>
<td>0.5394</td>
<td>0.0224</td>
<td>307417</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total latency is the sum of one round-trip communication, interpolating shares and storing states shares in the database. The communication time, without latency, is used to query the Geth node and calculate the set of states to recover.

### Table 2: Time to Generate Input/State Masks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Batch Size</th>
<th>4000</th>
<th>8000</th>
<th>16000</th>
<th>32000</th>
<th>64000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time(s)</td>
<td>2.39202</td>
<td>2.69845</td>
<td>3.10843</td>
<td>3.38505</td>
<td>4.21237</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Suppose an application B would like to write to field x of application A.

**Application Launch:**

- Deploy contract to the blockchain to get the contract address `addrB`.
- Acquire authorization from contract A. Once the authorization is ready, send request to the MPC committee to launch the new application.
- Upon receiving request, for the `writeDB(key=x, owner=addrA, value=y)` statement in B’s Ratel code, since the owner is not `addrB`, MPC nodes check if `isWriteAllowed(addrB, key)` in contract A is True. If not, reject to launch B.
- The `writeDB(key=x, owner=addrA, value=y)` statement is compiled to `writeDB(key=addrA+x, value=y)`.

Figure 10: Interoperability Support

#### C Application Interoperability

The unit of data management is per the application contract. There are three levels of visibility for data: 1) private: only accessible by the owner contract/application itself. 2) external-read-only: readable by authorized contracts. 3) external-read-and-write: modifiable by authorized contracts. Every application contract specifies a set of administrators at the creation time. The administrators have the ability to authorize any external contract to access some data field. When an application intends to read or write data from another contract, MPC nodes need to check whether they have permission to access the corresponding field. More details are in Listing 3 and Figure 10.

Listing 3: Solidity Program: Access Authorization for External Contracts

```solidity
contract{
  view isReadAllowed(externalContractAddr, key)
  view isWriteAllowed(externalContractAddr, key)
  function authorize(addr, key, approv, allowWrite){
    verify(approv is from admins)
    isReadAllowed[addr][key] = true
    if (allowWrite)
      isWriteAllowed[addr][key] = true
  }
}
```

Field elements under simulated latency with different batch size in Table 2.

In a worse-case scenario, extra work may be required, including updating outdated preprocessed elements and reserving state masks. We assume that there is no ongoing MPC task that the nodes need to wait for in order to obtain the outputs, as it is difficult to accurately estimate their finish time. The generation of preprocessed elements and state masks both invokes REQUEST (1 request approval time) and off-chain generation. The generation of preprocessed elements requires 1 more block confirmation time to finalize on-chain. The state mask generation must be completed before the state recovery, which will inevitably introduce extra latency. Whichever finishes last determines the total latency of the crash reset process.
D Extra Code Listings

```solidity
event SecretWithdraw(
    address token, uint amt,
    address user, uint seq
);

event Trade(
    uint seqTrade, address user,
    address tokenA, address tokenB,
    uint idxAmtA, uint maskedAmtA,
    uint idxAmtB, uint maskedAmtB
);

function secretWithdraw(
    address token, uint amt
) public {
    address user = msg.sender;
    require(amt > 0);
    uint seq = getUniqueSeq();
    emit SecretWithdraw(token, amt, user, seq);
}

function publicBalanceAdd(uint amt,
    address token, address user, uint seq
) public onlyServer {
    address server = msg.sender;
    require(publicBalanceValue[token][user][seq][server]==0);
    require(publicBalanceFinish[token][user][seq]==false);
    publicBalanceValue[token][user][seq][server]=amt;
    publicBalanceCount[token][user][seq][amt]++;
    if (publicBalanceCount[token][user][seq][amt]>T){
        publicBalanceFinish[token][user][seq] = true;
        publicBalance[token][user] += amt;
    }
}

function trade(
    address tokenA, address tokenB,
    uint256 idxAmtA, uint256 maskedAmtA,
    uint256 idxAmtB, uint256 maskedAmtB
) public {
    require(inputMaskOwner[idxAmtA]==msg.sender);
    require(inputMaskOwner[idxAmtB]==msg.sender);
    emit Trade(
        user, tokenA, tokenB,
        idxAmtA,maskedAmtA,
        idxAmtB,maskedAmtB
    );
}
```

Listing 4: Solidity Program

```python
Listing 5: MPC Program: secretWithdraw
async def runSecretDeposit(server, log):
    token = log['args']['token']
    amt = log['args']['amt']
    user = log['args']['user']
    seq = log['args']['seq']
    ... // acquire all read, write, and port locks
    secretBalance='bytes_to_int(
        server.db.Get(f'balance_{token}_{user}')
    )
    ... // prepare mpc inputs
    with open(location_sharefile, "wb") as f:
        f.write(int_to_hex(secretBalance) + int_to_hex(amt))
    ... // execute mpc program
    await run_online(server.serverID,
        server.players, server.threshold, 'secretWithdraw')
    ... // get mpc outputs
    input_arg_num = 2
    with open(location_sharefile, "rb") as f:
        f.seek(input_arg_num * sz)
        enough = hex_to_int(f.read(sz))
        if (enough == 1):
            secretBalance -= amt
            server.db.Put(
                f'balance_{token}_{user}',
                int_to_bytes(secretBalance)
            )
    ... // upload public output to blockchain
    tx = server.contract.functions.publicBalanceAdd(
        token, user, seq),buildTransaction()
    sign_and_send(tx, server.web3, server.contract)
    if (enough == 1):
        if true:
            server.db.Put(
                f'balance_{token}_{user}',
                int_to_bytes(secretBalance)
            )
    // release locks
    // mark task-seqSecretDeposit as finished
```

Listing 6: Python Program

```python
async def runTrade(server, log):
    idxAmtA=log['args']['idxAmtA']
    maskedAmtA=log['args']['maskedAmtA']
    idxAmtB=log['args']['idxAmtB']
    maskedAmtB=log['args']['maskedAmtB']
    ... // recover masked inputs
    amtA=recover_input(db,maskedAmtA,idxAmtA)
    amtB=recover_input(db,maskedAmtB,idxAmtB)
    ...
```
Ratel: MPC-extensions for Smart Contracts

mtce(...)
...
set(varName, index, value)
add(varName, index, seq, value)
}

Listing 7: Ratel Program: Upload Data to blockchain

function varNameSet(index, value) {
    server = msg.sender
    require(isServer[server])
    prevValue = varNameValue[index][server]
    if (prevValue) {
        varNameCount[index][prevValue]--
    }
    varNameValue[index][servers] = value
    varNameCount[index][value]++
    if (varNameCount[index][value] > T) {
        varName[index] = value
    }
}

Listing 8: Solidity Program: Upload Data to blockchain

\textbf{E} \textbf{Notations}

\begin{align*}
|t|n & \quad \text{the number of MPC nodes} \\
t & \quad \text{general fault tolerance} \\
t_a & \quad \text{Byzantine faults} \\
f & \quad \text{benign faults} \\
h = n - t_a - t_f & \quad \text{number of active honest nodes} \\
S & \quad \text{the set of MPC nodes} \\
S_i \in N & \quad \text{MPC node } i \\
S_A & \quad \text{the set of active MPC nodes} \\
x & \quad \text{secret} \\
F_p & \quad \text{prime field} \\
\phi & \quad \text{polynomial} \\
\{x\}^i & \quad \text{share of } x \text{ to } S_i \\
D & \quad \text{developer} \\
\sigma_R & \quad \text{Ratel program} \\
\sigma_E & \quad \text{Solidity program} \\
\sigma_P & \quad \text{Python program} \\
\sigma_M & \quad \text{MP-SPDZ program} \\
pk_{app} & \quad \text{application contract address} \\
\delta & \quad \text{state transition} \\
st_{pub}, st_{priv} & \quad \text{global public/private states} \\
req & \quad \text{MPC request} \\
id_{mpc} & \quad \text{MPC task ID} \\
id_{pub}, id_{priv} & \quad \text{public/private inputs} \\
C & \quad \text{client} \\
imidx & \quad \text{input mask} \\
simidx & \quad \text{state mask} \\
\sigma_i & \quad \text{signature of } S_i \\
k & \quad \text{fixed-point number precision} \\
seq & \quad \text{MPC task sequence number} \\
(u, [v]^i) & \quad \text{key and secret-shared value of a state} \\
B & \quad \text{batch size} \\
T_X & \quad \text{MPC tasks with sequence numbers } X \\
T_x & \quad \text{MPC task with sequence number } x \\
[x] & \quad \text{positive integers } \{1, 2, \ldots, x\} \\
seq_I & \quad \text{count of initialized MPC tasks} \\
I & \quad \text{locally updated MPC tasks for } S_i \\
I_{xy} & \quad \text{y-th state updated by MPC task } T_x \\
R & \quad \text{system reliability} \\
r_i & \quad \text{reliability of node } S_i \\
\lambda_i & \quad \text{failure rate of node } S_i
\end{align*}
Figure 11: Pool Swap Rates for the Top 40 Trading Pairs in Sushiswap and Uniswap on the Ethereum Network, and Trader Joe on the Avalanche Network, over a period of 5 days post the collapse of LUNA and UST.

Figure 12: Trader Joe USDC.e-WAVAX Pool Trading History

Figure 13: Queuing time of submitBid in RatelAuction
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